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Procedure for upgrading from an older
version
Before upgrading your environment to Atempo Miria 3.15, we recommend that you do the
following:

l If you upgrade from a version before Miria 2020, please refer to Migrating the Database
from a Version prior to 3.10 in Miria Installation documentation.

l If you are using a third-party integration with AtempoWeb Services, please read
carefully and test changes before upgrading your production instance.

l Make a backup of your current database.
See section Restoring the Miria Database in the Atempo Miria Administrator’s
Documentation for more information about this procedure.
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New Features

Data Immutability on Tapes (WORM tapes support)
To comply with the nowadays data immutability needs, aside S3 Object Lock, Miria now
enables you to use LTOWORM (Write Once, Read Many) tapes to store data.

Please check the compatibility guide regarding LTO generation support.

Two-Factor Authentication
To add an extra layer of security, Two-Factor authentication (2FA) method is now available in
Miria Web interfaces (both Administration and User interface) (Figure 1).

Miria Two-Factor Authentication uses Time-Based One-Time Password codes (TOTP) as a
second factor authentication. TOTP code is valid for 30 seconds and requires a second device
- usually a phone with an application. Any TOTP application can be used (Authy, Microsoft
Authenticator, Google Authenticator, etc.).

Miria also provides some recover codes in case users cannot access the TOTP codes or their
phone.

Administrators can choose between three different modes on each user or group:
• Enforced: Users must use 2FA. They are asked to configure it on first login.
• Optional: Users can decide whether they want to enable it or not.
• Disabled: Users cannot use 2FA.

Please note that the 2FA is a completely offline process and does not require any internet
connection to work.
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Figure 1: Two-Factor settings
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Enhancements

Easy Move

Historization and relaunching
You can now filter jobs that have been launched from Easy Move clicking on the Job History
button on Easy Move screen.

Those jobs can be relaunched from the Jobs screen.

Public REST API
The Public REST API enables you to embed or integrate Miria data management platform in
your own global infrastructure and workflows. It is now possible to create your own custom
integrations and automations.

List of new REST APIs endpoints available:
(For more information about the new endpoints, please review the swagger Miria:
http://<server address Miria>/restapi/schema/swagger/ )

Authentication
• /auth/change-Password/
• /auth/setup2fa/disable/
• /auth/setup2fa/enable/
• /auth/setup2fa/new-recover-codes/
• /auth/setup2fa/reset/

Data management
• /datamanagement/dedupe-domains/
• /datamanagement/metadatas/
• /datamanagement/policies/
• /datamanagement/repositories/
• /datamanagement/retentions/

Files
• /files/advanced_search

Infrastructure
• /infrastructure/storage-managers/
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• /infrastructure/storage-containers/

Media types
• /media-types/

Organization
• /organizations/archiving-projects/
• /organizations/backup-projects/
• /organizations/host-folders/
• /organizations/metadata-folders/
• /organizations/object-groups/
• /organizations/repositories/
• /organizations/task-folders/
• /system/settings{label}/

User management
• /user-management/groups/
• /user-management/ldap-groups/
• /user-management/security-policies/
• /user-management/users/

Web User Interface

Miria for Archiving
Archiving projects and tasks can now be administrated in the User Web Interface (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Archiving projects interface

Use Miria for Archiving to:
• Set up the infrastructure (e.g., storage managers and containers).
• Configure archiving policies.
• Add archiving projects and tasks.
• Manage repositories.

For more information, see Miria for Backup documentation.

Repository search V2

Search
When searching by metadata or by criteria, you have now the ability to make complex requests
to search for specific objects. On the search screen a new toggle to define an AND orOR
operator. A button Add Rule allows you to add a criterion or metadata from a list. If a criterion
or metadata is selected, a condition and value fields are displayed according to the
criteria/metadatas chosen.

A button Add Ruleset allows to add a group of criteria/metadata on which a new operator
AND orOR can be applied.

Results
For search results in Search by Criteria, Miria displays objects that matche the search criteria
only.

With a click on an object, the instances of this object that matche the search criteria are
displayed.
You can multi-select objects to retrieve their last instances clicking the corresponding icon.
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Actions
Multi-selection available for object level only.

When multi-selected, a bulk action Retrieve last instances is available. If clicked, the user is
redirected to the Easy move screen with pre-selected source files.

At object level, 2 buttons are available: retrieve last instance and see repository in details.
At instance level, 2 buttons are available: retrieve instance at date and see repository in
details.

Miria Settings
Settings are now available in Miria User Web Interface. Default settings can be set in
Parameters > Default Settings.

Settings can also be set and edited on every objects in web application (archives, users,
platforms, etc.).

Object groups are now called Settings Templates and can be configured in Parameters.
They can be applied to objects.

Restore at origin
If an instance has been archived with an auto-generated path, when retrieving it, a new option
Retrieve at original location is now displayed.

If a default target location has been defined in settings, a new option Retrieve at default
location is now displayed.

If one of these options is chosen, the instance will be automatically restored at the selected
target.

Web Connector Multi-install
TheWeb Connector can now be installed several times in the same environment assigning
each of them a single port. This allows multiple users to browse their local filesystem if they
use the same agent.

Multiple retrieve
Last instances of multiple objects can now be retrieved at once in search results when
browsing a repository.

Datamovers/agents pool management
Pools of datamovers can now be used for NAS storages. They can be created in the
Infrastructure > Agentsmenu or directly from the NAS wizard.
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Speed calculation enhancements
A new speed column is now displayed for migration tasks and shows the calculation
objects/duration or volume/duration.

The old Speed column that calculates the speed of the datamover has been renamed
Datamover speed for better clarity.

S3 Object Lock attribute replication during migration
or synchronization
This feature will propagate all S3 object lock attributes, from a source to a compatible target:
• Bucket wide:

• Mode (governance or compliance).
• At object level:

• Retention,
• Legal hold.

Miscellaneous
• Possibility to use every existing filters on Jobs in Web UI.
• New entries in the Parameters section allow you to manage retentions, run locks, and

run timeframes.
• Design of Repositories improved for a better user experience.
• Migration, backup, and archiving user experience harmonized.
• Design of tables harmonized (users, policies, easy move, etc.).
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Compatibility

WekaFS
You can now select WekaFS as a Shared FileSystem.

It is supported using a classic HPC topology: Weka client deployed on Linux machines.

FastScan for DDN Intelliflash
FastScan is now available for the DDN Intelliflash platform.

FastScan helps you to reduce the time needed for an incremental backup by avoiding to
rescan the complete FileSystem.

Lustre 2.12.6 / 2.14 (DDN ExaScaler 6.0)
Lustre 2.12.6 in its DDN version (6.0) is now supported by Miria.

FastScan compatibility is still ensured.

Sony ODA 5.4
Sony ODA 5.4 is now supported, as we did for the previous versions.

Seagate Lyve Cloud
Seagate Lyve Cloud is now available in the Cloud entries for a new Storage Manager.

You can manage Seagate Lyve Cloud similarly to other S3 clouds already supported by Miria
(as a target or a source).

VAST Data
The S3 protocol is now supported with S3 Object Lock, but in Governance mode only.

Scality Ring
There is now a dedicated entry available for this object storage. The Object Lock is also
handled.
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Quantum ActiveScale
There is now a dedicated entry available for this object storage.

New operating systems supported
This table describes the new operating systems supported:

Version Architecture Miria Components

Alma Linux 8

x86-64

Server
Agent / Data Mover
Media Manager

Oracle Linux 8

Rocky Linux 8

Windows Server 2022

Windows 11 Administration console

WebConnector
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Behavior changes

HTTP not activated for a new installation
For a safety matter, the installer doesn't allow you anymore to activate the HTTP while making
a new installation. Only HTTPS is available.

Ports cannot be changed while upgrading
On upgrades, ports cannot be changed anymore. To change ports on your installation, refer to
the documentation or contact the support.

Ctime functioning
To detect if a file has been changed, Miria monitors three different attributes: mtime, size, and
ctime.

From 3.15 version Miria will not consider any more ctime files for archiving workflows.

In case of backup, if Miria detects a file ctime's attribute changed, this file is considered as
changed and backed up as a new instance.

In case of archiving, Miria will not consider it anymore. The changes will only be based on
mtime and size. 
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Known issues
• [ADA-17249] copyS3ObjLockConf option non functional
• [ADA-17323] Loss of information between the RestAPI, the User Web Interface, and the

Administration console
• [ADA-17604] REST API: Error while trying to create a task
• [ADA-17605] SynchroType parameter is required to create a task
• [ADA-17700] Snapstor update issues
• [ADA-17730] Warning for ceph_secure storage (without Object Lock)
• [ADA-17815] AMM agent/server detection issue
• [ADA-17830] Interplay binaries installed with Miria administrator console on Windows
• [ADA-17866] Connection issues du to the default server name
• [ADA-17892] Impossible to modify an auto_synchro activity/task type for synchro type

combine or subscribe
• [ADA-17965] Footer not up-to-date when generating archiving reports
• [ADA-17985] Post activity task advanced integration not iterable
• [ADA-17997] Miria installation upgrade sometimes fails
• [ADA-18043] ada_tools -opcode 62 command fails
• [ADA-18080] the use of Lyve Cloud as a source does not work.
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End of support
The following list of items are features/objects/operating systems no longer supported by Miria:
• Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM)
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Support & Download
To download the latest version of Miria, please visit our Customer Portal:
https://support.atempo.com.

If you have not received your connection information, please contact our Support team:
• Email: support@atempo.com
• Telephone:

• USA +1 41 59 15 32 34
• EMEA/APAC +33 164 868 383
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